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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
I.

INTRODUCTION

"I've been wanting to talk to you about Johnny for
a long time, but I hated to come in. I know you have work
to do, but I was just wondering if we should plan to send
him on to school? He brought home a test the other day
and there are a lot of things he is not very good at."
The above is but one example of the lack of communication between counselor and parents concerning the testing program in the public schools. One of the most important aspects of counseling, often overlooked in the busy
schedule, is the counselor-parent interview for the interpretation of tests.
The parent wants to know about his student, his
ability, his potential, even his actions. There need not
and ought not be any secrets surrounding these things. Who,
after all, is more entitled to complete and accurate information than the parents" (10:15). Those parents who
have given the matter careful thought generally agree that
they want to know about the child's progress and whether or
not this progress has been commensurate with what reasonably
could be expected of him in terms of his ability and background (8:324-25).
"Are there among us those who are so blinded to the
ordinary facts of the scheme of things that we fail to realize that, in general, our students are not free agents in
making all the important decisions that must be made" (7:175)?
11

Parents do make decisions concerning the future activities
of their child; therefore, if the testing program is to be
effective, if the student is to be aided by the school counselor, if the choices made for the future are to be the re-
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sult of cooperative planning, then complete and accurate
communication of testing results between counselor and
parent is necessary.

II.

THE PROBLEM

Parents have the right to know the results of the
testing program. The method of interviewing parents and
the tools used by the counselor in test interpretation
will determine in large part the success or failure of
the counselor-parent interview. The problem is to determine a sufficient manner of test interpretation to the
parent. This involves both the method of interview and
the method of test interpretation.

III.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study was (1) to review the
literature concerning counselor-parent interview and
methods of test interpretation; (2) to report a personal
survey of 28 practicing counselors designed to sample the
present-day practices of counselor-parent interview and
test interpretation; (3) to suggest a method worked out
by one school district which has proved effective to
handle test interpretation.

VI.

JUSTIFICATION FOR THE STUDY

James B. Conant has said: "The counselor should be
in close touch with the parent as well as the pupil. Through
consultation, an attempt should be made each year to work
out a program for the student which corresponds to the student's interest and ability as determined by tests of scholastic aptitude, as well as the recorded achievement as
measured by grades" (4:44-45).
Rapport between parent and counselor cannot be over
emphasized. Without rapport the counselor can do little
to help parents recognize the strengths and weaknesses of
their child or to urge parents to use such knowledge in
encouragiug the child toward realizable objectives. Likewise, wii:;hout this mutual bond he can do little to influence pare.uts to withdraw pressure toward unrealistic objectives, still less, help them recognize the value of
counselor-parent cooperation in knowing the student (5:78).
If we will use the best available knowledge of child
study and child developm~nt to arrive at accurate and
meaningful evaluations of individual potential and achievement, there is no doubt that most parents will welcome the
interview and test interpretation as the best way to develop a practical program of guidance for their children
(8:326). Here, their questions can be considered directly,
differences of opinion and misunderstandings brought to
light • .J:.larents welcome the opportunity to learn about
progress of their child as measured by tests when they can
see a genuine interest and effort on the part of the counselor.
Heports to parents can be one of the most useful
instruments for the personalizing of education and the
guidance of pupils (12:1). They influence the parents'
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attitude toward the child and the school. Moreover, they
influence a pupil's idea of himsel.f--they often determine
whether he regards himself a .failure or a success. Therefore, all attempts to improve communication betweell the
cow1selor and parents should be considered as one of the
primary duties of public school counseling.

V.

ORGANIZATION OF THE PAPER

This research paper contains 5 chapters. Chapter II
will survey research on the counselor's responsibility to
interpret information, together with the risks he faces in
such interpretation. Methods of test interpretation will
be considered.
Chapter III will report a questionnaire study of 28
school counselors attending the National Defense Education
Act Counseling and Guidance Institute located at Central
Washington State Uollege.
Chapter IV will offer a summary together with conclusions drawn from the questionnaire study.
Finally, uhapter V will present a suggested method
of group interview with parents accompanied by a percentile
chart which has proved effective in interpreting test results.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
I.

THE COUNSELOR HAS A SERIOUS RESPONSIBILITY

Test information should be more than simply a
mark on a card. Parents should be encouraged to ask
questions about test results and to discuss their interpretation with the school counselor (16:41).
Anyone can read a test score, but what does it
mean? It is the counselor's responsibility to interpret
that test score in a manner readily understood. Parents
will have questions; they will have doubts. The counselor
must answer those questions, clear up those misunderstandings, alleviate those doubts.
Test results are not infallible. Test results are
not infallible and cannot be used alone (9:42-43). A
simple group interview, giving only test results and
nothing more, would not be particularly valuable to the
parent, the student, or the counselor. ~est results are
just one of many data (such as grades, anecdotal records,
and personal impressions) used when describing the potentials of the individual student. The counselor is responsible for the development and accurate interpretation
of all these related data.
The counselor has an obli5a~ion to parents. The
counselor has the obligation to see that he communicates
understandable and usable knowledge (15:18). This the
parent expects, and for this the counselor is responsible.
He also must make sure the parents understand the purposes
and limitations of a conference (9:44).
Thus responsibiltiy is passed on to the parents.
The counselor is obliged to fix responsibility on the
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parents. They must know their role in the interview and
they must help control the direction the interview takes.
They must help make the plans for the future. They must
make constructive criticism.
Passing responsibility is not always difficult.
Given sufficient time building rapport prior to the test
interpretation, given clear communication, given even beginning understanding, the parents more often than not will
do their share.

II.

DESIRABLE OUTCOMES OF TEST INTERPRETATION

Parent participation in the testing program will
help the program in two ways. It will force the counselor
to do a better job, and it will create cooperation from
the parent. First to be considered is the advantage to
the counselor. The counselor, when he knows he has an
interested party, will do his utmost to do as complete
and as accurate a study and diagnosis as possible. The
parents' acceptance of testing results will give the counselor confidence in his work and encourage him to study
more so he may do even better at the next opportunity.
When the parent understands and accepts test results,
he will make every attempt to cooperate, to work with and
not against the school and the counselor, and to be an enthusiastic supporter of education. Accurate and diagnostic
reports invite this parents' participation in the education
of their children (12:1).

III.

DANGERS IN THE COUNSELOR-PARENT INTERVIEW

The counselor must always consider two important
matters when working with parents. First is the danger of
misunderstanding the test results; second is the danger of
assuming a common capacity among parents to understand test
interpretation however clear.

Nisinformation by the counselor or misunderstanding
by the parents can lead to many tragic results. "Misinformed parents can kill the testing program" (5:6). Before
the counselor dare offer such information he must make certain his interpretation is understood.
The ability to understand must also be considered
because parents differ widely in their ability to interpret
information. The interview must present a simple and specific display of test resul~s showing particularly sources
of misinterpretation (9:42-44). Such a display is not
intended to describe the broad field of educational tests
and measurements. However, care must be taken to see that
parents understand that a single test score can be misleading, and that the test will be of value only if interpreted
with other data.
IV.

TWO ACCEPTED METHODS OF TEST INTERPRETATION

The two methods of test interpretation widely used
by counselors today are the group interview and the individual interview.
!he g;:ou2 ~~terview. The group interview, properly
conducted, is a quick and satisfactory method of counselorparent interview. It is not simply impracticable to interview each parent individually; it is, considering the heavy
case-load of1he counselor, impossible. Group interviews
are not used as often as might be expected. Roelfs (11:486)
found in a nation-wide survey of Junior High Schools that
62 per cent of the schools polled were using only progress
reports (report cards), while only 38 per cent of the
schools were reporting by combining other methods, including parent-interview.
From the survey conducted as a part of this study, it
was discovered that only 8 of the sample of 28 school counselors use group interviews to interpret test results to
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parents.
The individual interview. The importance of the
individual interview cannot be overestimated in cases demanding immediate and individual attention. However, as
previously indicated, to expect a counselor to interpret
test results with each set of parents would be a staggering requirement. The individual interview should be reserved for that case needing special attention.

V.

INTERPRETATION TO THE PARENT SHOULD BE SIMPLE

The case against parents' misunderstanding test results is the central theme of this discussion. Yet even
in consultation with experienced counselors, parents do
misunderstand. Research done at Northwestern University's
Adult Counseling Bureau illustrates this (3:577). The
counselors studied held degrees in psychology or education
and all were experienced. Yet the following misunderstandings were noted:
Gentile confused with I. Q.
Confusion over what I. Q. means
Norm group confused
Confusion of interest and
aptitude
Scores a guarantee of success

Number
4

Per cent
13.4

5

16.?

12

40.0

15
17

50.0

56.7

An understandable interpretation does not just happen;
it must be carefully constructed. Interpretation which everyone concerned can understand is necessary for three reasons.
It is important to guard against misunderstandings such as
those illustrated in the preceding section. It is rest to
have parents think in terms of "below average," "average
range," "superior," etc. Several counseling bureaus have
employed this descriptive method for some years and have
found it effective (3:578).
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Second, consideration must be given to teachers:
Testing results should be kept very elementary if they are to be understood by all the
teachers, for in certain fields there are many
teachers who are allergic to anything mathematical, but who can perform important guidance
ftnctions if they are provided with data in
terms which they find meaningful (13:Ch. 3)
Still a third reason for interpreting test results
simply has been stated by Allison and Helmstadter (1:64).
Their study shows that many test users, whether they be
counselors, admissions officers, teachers, personnel directors, clinicians, or others, have found that their normal work load does not permit them to keep pace with progress in test development.
It would seem, from the foregoing examples, that
a test interpretation system would be useful to everyone,
including counselors.

VI.

PERCENTILES ARE USEFUL IN INTERVIEWS

Percentiles are probably the safest and most informative numbers to use, providing their two essential characteristics are made clear. First, percentil~s refer not
to percentage of questions answered correctly but to percentage of people whose performance the student has equalled or surpassed. Second, percentiles necessarily refer to
a specific norm group and the characteristics of that norm
group (15:20-40).
Percentage of questions answered correctly is a raw
score. This means little until converted to a percentile
rank (16:47; 2:78). However, a percentile has little
meaning unless the nature of the norm group is considered.
Test companies supply norm data on a nation-wide basis; in
spite of this, local norms are much more meaningful to
parents if the time and trouble are taken to prepare them.
This is not a difficult matter if local testing results of
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several years are available.
Test publishers offer percentiles and profile sheets
to aid interpretation. With many st&1dardized tests used
in the schools, profile sheets are sent from the supplier
for each student. Caution must be used with these however,
because percentiles cannot be averaged. Nevertheless, the
profiles do supply a sound basis for meaningful test interpretation.
To clarify the use of percentiles, a table listing
percentiles, their raw scores, and a simple illustration
has been prepared.
By looking at this table, we can see just
where a student making any score up to 53 ranks.
We can tell that the middle score (the 50th percentile) is 26. If Bruce makes a score of 17,
we know that he is not doing too well by comparison with other youngsters, since 69 per cent
of the boys and girls in the standardization
group did better than this (16:14).
attempt is made here to explain the method of
finding percentiles; any comprehensive test and measurement testbook provides easy understanding.
No

VII.

TRAXLER'S STUDY SHOWED
INADEQUAT.!£
INTERPRETATION

In 1938 Arthur E. Traxler (14:34-36) conducted a
study on the use of percentles in test interpretation and
on the interpretation of test results to parents. In his
study, Traxler questioned 15.3 high school districts throughout the United States. The purposes of his questionnaire
were, first, to find out how many districts were revealing test informati~:m to parents, and seco.nd, to find out
how widely the percm1tile scores were used.
School districts reporting to Traxler indicated that
pareut interviews were used in their systems:
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TABLE I
EXAMPLE OF PERCENTILE SCALE, SHOWING RANK OF EACH
INDIVIDUAL RAW SCORE

Percentile Rank

Raw Score

99
95
90
85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50
45

53
51
46
42
40

Middle Score

40

35
,

30
25
20

15

10

5
l

Bruce's Score

38
37
34
30
27
26
23
20

18

17

14

13
11
8

6
2

NOTE: This table shows the percentile score
for any given raw score. Bruce's score is marked to
illustrate the example given on the prec_eding page.
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Number
Regularly
Occasionally
Never
Totals

21
117
_1.2
153

Percent
13.7
76.5

_2.:.§
100.0

Additional information compiled by Traxler suggests
greater use of percentile scores. Only 140 districts answered, but these indicated that percentiles were used:
Number
Regularly
Occasionally
Never
Not stated
To--cals

107

Percent

7

76.4
13.6
5.0

---2

_2.:.Q

140

100.0

19

Research has indicated that counselor-parent interviews for test interpretation are considered an important,
yet neglected, part of counseling. It also points out the
accepted use of percentiles for test interpretation.
Chapter III will compare present day counseling
practices wi~h those found by Traxler.

CHAPTER III
TECHNIQUE AND RESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRES
The resul tis of a study by Arthur l!;. l raxler on the
interpretation of test results to parents and on the use
of percentiles in test interpretation are discussed in the
preceeding chapter. Results of a similar survey, but on
a much smaller scale, are reported here to compare practices
of NDEA counselor trainees with those reported by Traxler.
The N. D. E. A. Counseling and Guidance Institute
located at Central Washington State College during the
Summer of 1962 was asked to respond to two questionnaires.
The Institute's enrollees were 28 counselors, 20 from districts within the State of Washington and 8 from various
states throughout the nation. All were public school counselors.
The first questionnaire asked four questions. The
purpose of the first question was to determine if parents
were informed of test results regularly, occasionally, or
not at all. 'Iihe second question was included to discover if
parent-interviews were conducted in group sessions or individually. Additional questions related to the use of
local and national norms and the terms used in test interpretation.
The second questionnaire attempted to find how percentiles were being interpreted and to discover, if possible,
how adequately they were being interpreted. Questions related to (1) method 01· indicating percentiles; (2) interpretive use of the normal curve of distribution; (3) consideration o! the advantages of standard score versus percentiles; and (4) method of test interpretation.
1 1
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I.

FIRST QUESTIONNAIRE

The first questionnaire data suggests that these
counselors are reporting to parents occasionally; but
only about one-half of them do so as a regular part of
their duties. All counselors, however, indicated that they
use parent-reports.
Individual sessions are most common. Approximately
65 per cent indicated that they worked individually with
parents, whereas only 33 per cent included group as well as
individual session. One counselor indicated that only
group interviews were used exclusively.
Approximately 35 per cent of the counselors used
percentiles exclusively in interpreting test scores to parents, while the combination of "high-low" with percentiles
was practiced by another 25 per cent. Nearly one-third of
the counselors indica~ed the practice of using other statistical terms along with percentiles in reporting to parents.
Local-norming has become common practice, according
to this questionnaire. Only three counselors stated that
they did not use local norms.
II.

SECOND QUESTIONNAlRE

The second questionnaire requested additional information because of the large number of counselors indicating exclusive use of percentiles in test interpretation.
This method of interpretation is often misunderstood; hence,
their use of percentiles was examined critically.
Only 27 of the N. D. E. A. Institute counselors returned the second questionnaire. It indicaved that 24 of
them use charts and graphs for test interpretation. Twenty-

TABLE II
FIRST QUESTIONNAIRE
THIS QUESTIONNAIRE IS PREPARED ':PO COMPARE PAST
AND PRESENT PRACTICES OF COUNSELOR-PARENT INTERVIEWS
FOR TEST INTERPRETATION.

--I.

II.

III.

IV.

Do you inform parents of test results?
Number
Regularly
15
Occasionally
13
Not at all
0

Per cent

53.5
46.5

o.o

If you inform parents of test results, do you do so by't
Number
Per cent
Individual sessions
18
64.3
Group sessions only
1
3.6
Both
33.1
9
If you interpret test results to parents, do you use'l
Number
Per cent
Percentile only
10
35.7
"High-Low"
1
3.6
Percentile and "high-lown
25.0
7
Other terms ,stanine)
1
3.6
All terms
32.1
9
In working with test information at your school, do
you work with?
Number
Per cent
National norms only
10.7
3
Local norms only
1
3.6
Both
24
85.7
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TABLE II
SECOND QUESTIONNAIRE
TO EXAMINE FURTHER, THE USE OF PERCENTILES FOR
TEST INTERPRETATION, THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
HAVE BEEN PREPARED.

I.

When working with percentiles, do you?.*
Use charts and graphs
Use percentiles only
Combine charts and percentiles
Use profile sent from test
company

II.

Number

Per cent

11

40.8

3

11.1

15

55.6

21

77.8

How do you take into account the normal curve of
distribution of scores when working with percentiles?
Number
Explaination only
Show normal curve and explain
Use lo.cal norms
Don't discuss it
Compare with standard score
No reply

III.

3

28.7
7.8
7.8
3.7

40.8

11.1

Do you feel that there are advantages of standard
score over percentiles, and if so, what are they?
Yes.

No.
IV.

8
11
2
2
1

Per cent

Standard score is easier
for students who score
low.
Parents do not understand
standard score.

Number

Per cent

4

14.8

23

85.2

When working with test information, do you work
with all test results at once, or one area only;
that is, achievement only, aptitude only, interest
only, etc.
Number
One area only
All results at once
One area, then combine
Profile on one sheet
Depends

6

11
8
1
1

Per cent
22.2
40.8

28.7

3. 7

3.7

*The counselors combined answers on this question.
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one stated that the forms used were those sent from the test
company. Only 3 indicated that percentiles alone were used.

To determine if test explanations were adequate, the
counselors were asked how they provided for the normal curve of distribution of scores. Eight reported that this
was done by explanation only. Eleven showed the normal
curve and explained it. Two reported that they used local
norms, which perhaps indicated that they did not understand
the question. Two counselors stated that they make no attempt to account for the normal curve of distribution, one
compared it with standard scores, and three made no reply.
Only four persons favored standard scores on the premise
that they are more easily accepted by low scorers. Twentythree persons stated that they preferred percentiles to
standard scores, the most popular reason being that parents
did not understand standard scores.
The final question of this survey attempted to determine
if testing results were interpreted on a single-test basis,
or if all test results were considered at once. Six counselors indicated that they considered only one test; eleven
considered all test results together with other available
data. Eight counselors stated that they cover one area
at a time and then combine all test results. One counselors
indicated the use of a profile sheet containing all test
information; one did not answer.
The two questionnaires, explained above, show the trends
in counselor-parent interviews and the use of percentiles
in test interpretation. A comparison of this survey with
the 1938 study by Traxler indicates that no significant
differences exist in today's counselor-parent interviews or
use of percentiles from those found by Traxler.

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
I.

SUMMARY

One of the responsibilities of the public school
counselor is to inform parents of1Bst results in an understandable manner. It has been suggested here that the
counselor-parent interview is one of the most effective
means of test interpretation. This may be done on a group
basis as well as on an individual basis.
Informing parents of test results can have advantages for the counseling progra~, if done properly, not the
least of which are (1) cooperation between the parent and
the school and (2) encouragement for the counselor to do
a complete job.
Serious problems can arise, however, if in the counselor-parent interview, misinformation is given or misunderstandings arise. A study by Roelfs points to misunderstanding among counselees of test information, even though experienced counselors made the interpretation.
The indications are that test information should be
understandably simple, not just for parents but for teachers
and other persons as well. The use of percentiles is the
most widely accepted methodology of test interpretation.
An example of a percentile scale was discussed together
with a simple illustration of its use.
Even though test interpretation to parents is one of
the responsibilities of the counselor, it is not a general
practice. A study by Traxler in 1938 revealed that counselors interpreted test information to parents only occasionally.
In addition, the same study showed that percentiles were
the most widely used terminology for test interpretation.
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To compare test interpretation practices of today's
counselors with Traxler's study, 28 practicing counselors
attending the National Defense Education Act Counseling
and Guidance Institute at Central Washington State College
completed two questionnaires. The information acquired
suggested that problems similar to Traxler's findings face
the counselors of today.
All counselors offer test interpretations to parents,
but group interviews are not common practice. Percentiles
are used, however, by the majority of the counselors even
though errors of interpretation undoubtedly persist.
II.

CONCLUSIONS

The counselor-parent interview as a means of test
interpretation is a necessary part of counseling. Unless
the counselor is performing this activity he is not fulfilling the obligations of his profession. However, the
group interview is the only practicable way a counselor
can interpret test information to parents and still fulfill
his other duties. Most counselors prefer percentiles over
other interpretive terms but many do not guard against misinterpretation or misunderstanding.
Conclusions drawn from the survey of 28 counselors
attending the NDEA Institute are:
1. Percentiles are preferred over all other terms
for test interpretation.
2. The use of percentiles is widespread, but many
counselors fail to indicate the normal curve of
distribution when working with test information.
3. Local norming practices have been widely adopted
among counselors.
4. The danger of misunderstanding among parents is
a problem in test interpretation.
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5.

Regular test interpretation may be desirable
but is not common practice.
6. Group interviews are not a popular means of
informing parents about tests.
7. Many counselors are spending too much time
with individual test interpretation.
The results of this research have indicated, perhaps, that counselors have not appreciated the significance
of the counselor-parent interview. It may be that counselors are too busy with other duties and have not considered
the group interview. Furthermore, they may not have considered the use of a standardized profile chart for all
test information, showing not only percentile but 0 highlow" interrelationships as well. The following chapter
will introduce a plan that can help to overcome the problems of the shortage of time and the dangers of misinterpretation.

CHAPTER V
PLAN O:B, ACTION

I.

PREPARATION

The importance of the counselor-parent interview
and adequate test interpretation has been established in
the preceding chapters. Problems the counselor encounters
in the interpretation of tests to parents include the lack
of time for individual conferences and the dangers of misinterpretation.
A two-page form is found in the appendix. The purpose of this form is to make possible the interpretation
of test materials to parents by a quick and understandable method.
The percentile form. The percentile form, mentioned above, has been prepared from a standard normal curve
converted to a lined graph. Definite lines are drawn at
the first and third quartile in order to differentiate
between the lay terms of "high, 11 "average, 11 low. 11 The
"high," "average," "low" terminology is included to assure
that every parent will understand. If they would fail to
understand percentile for any reason, they would certainly
understand the general area of performance by their child.
~his has been so, at least, in the writer's experience.
Information to report. The main purpose of the
counselor-parent interview is to interpret test results.
Each school district will decide just what it will report.
The illustration form (appendix) has been prepared
to include standardized test results from the eighth grade
through high school. It also includes the attendance record and grade point averages. The attendance record is
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is included for the sole purpose of teaching the parent
what percentiles mean and how to interpret the chart. If
an explanation is made using the attendance as an example,
understanding comes quickly. The form is changeable to
fit each school's preferences.
Approach to the interview. The group interview is
possible when using the percentile form. Certain preliminary work must be done by the counselor before the interview. An evening should be selected a few days in advance and letters of invitation mailed to each family.
The most successful plan is to work with one class group
per evening. The counselor can hold the interest of the
entire group if everyone is to receive the same information.
The one-class group per evening is also an aid to many
parents who have students in more than one grade. They
can thus give their attention to their one student in
the particular class group.
It is understood that parents have the right to
test information. Parents also have the right to privacy
concerning the test scores of their own students. Placing
each percentile chart within a folder prior to the interview allows each parent the privacy of individual interpretation.
II.

INTERVIEW

The counselor-parent interview, conducted on a
group basis, should be in understandable terms. The counselor should take ample time and painstaking effort to ensure that each parent understands the percentile chart.
At this time, also, an explanation of the limitations of
testing should be given.
The illustrated profile gives ample information to
construct a comprehensive profile on the student. Each test

must be covered completely, with an explanation of the
meaning and significance of each score. Parents may be
invited to ask questions at any time. No attempt should
be made to hurry the group. The audience will pace the
interview, depending upon their understanding of the interpretation.

III.

POST-INTERVIEW

After~ interview. The group interview is the
ideal way to present test interpretation. There are,
however, questions and problems that will never be revealed at ag-oup meeting. Many parents will not discuss
a problem before an audience, but will, often-times, arrange for a private interview.
The counselor has the opportunity, following the
group interview, to meet with and a-range private counseling sessions with those parents who might request them.
Result of .:!ill_e application o f ~ plan of action.
The counselor can expect an increase in student requests
for interview following the counselor-parent group interview for test interpretation. The increase comes due to
the renewed interest in education and cooperative planning in the home.
The writer has considered the increased requests
from students for counseling sessions and the interest
displayed by parents to be sufficient proof that the
counselor-parent group interview with the percentile
chart for test interpretation does work.
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APPENDIX

Student's Name

-----------

Attendance Record
9th Grade
10th Grade
11th Grade
Grade Point Average
9th Grade
10th Grade
11th Grade
Calif. Test of M.M. (local)
Norms: From_To
Otis Short Form of M.M. (local:
Norms: From_To
Differential Aptitude
Verbal
Numerical
Abstract
Space
Mechanical
Clerical
Spelling
Sentences
VR-NA
9th Grade Ed. Development
English Usage
Math Usage
Social Studies
Natural Science
Word Usage
Total Comp.
10th Grade Ed. Development
English Usage
Math Usai;z:e
Social Studies
Natural Science
Word Usage
Total Comp.
National Merit Scholarship
English Usage
Math Usage
Social Science
Natural Science
Word Usa12:e
Total Comp.
Preliminary Scholastic
Verbal
Numerical
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Class Of
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Stanford Achievement
Student's Name
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8th Grade
Paragraph Meaning
Word Meaning
Average Reading
Spelling
Language
Arithmetic Reasoning
Arithmetic Comp.
Average Arithmetic
Social Studies
Science
Study Skills
Battery Median
Diagnostic Readinir Survev
Form A
Readinir Rate (national
(national
Vocabularv
Total Como. (national
Readinir Rate (local)
(local)
Vocabulary
Total Comn. (local)
n;airnostic Readinir Survev
Form
Rea di nir Rate (national
Vn,.~bul ~rv
(national
Total Como. (national
Readinir Rate (local)
(local)
Vocabulary
Total Comp. {local)
Kuder Preference Record
Mechanical
Computational
Scientific
Persuasive
Artistic
Literary
Musical
oocial oervice
Clerical
Kuder Preference Record
Mechanica.l
ComputationaJ.
l:icienti11c
.Persuasive
Artistic
Literary
Musical
Social Service
Clerical
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